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THE 
WELCOME

−
Dedicated to those, who are creating their  
enviroment. Inspired by stories from the road 
traveler spirit, KULĀ was founded in 2018  
between Istanbul and Berlin. KULĀ offers  
an alternative vision of the supply industry. 

We produce our products from local  
manufactures. In our atelier at Kaskelkiez  
we create our concrete items. High quality,  
exceptional novelities that work well and are 
durable, exclusiv for your company.

We have the vision that can turn mountains into  
possibilities, making the impossible possible. On 
the way to the top of the mountain, we are looking 
for the inner power to keep going on. 

This marvelous moment when our vision is realized  
we are more than alive. KULĀ BERLIN.



OUR 
PRODUCTS

−
We secure that every product from us is unique for 
your store. You can choose the shape and color.

High-End details, durable quality and all materials 
are produced local or in europe.

All products can be labeled with your brand and 
create a selection.

Our minimum orders are limited amounts to keep 
the uniqueness.

Products are packed in recycled paper to make a 
step into a healthy environment.



CONCRETE  
PLANTER

−
It’s the product of a very time-consuming process. 
The soul of the planter is made of german  
concrete. This foundation is wrapped with finest 
italian pigment, oxidated kintsugi structure, gold 
structure or handpicked mineral stones and  
covered with a epoxy. 
 
Different shaped, sizes, colors are available.

Price: Excel Price List



SOAP BAR  
HOLDER

−
The mold is produced by hand, and natural color 
pigmented . Which makes each of the  
soapbar-holder a unique piece. The clear surface 
and the classic basic shape are in exciting playful 
contrast with the pigments. 
 
Beautiful, minimalistic, durable – 
A classic piece for your bathroom and kitchen.
Available in different colors and shapes.

Price: 7,50 Euro excl. VAT



SOAP DISH
MARSEILLE

−
MATERIAL. Concrete, sealed with epoxy
SIZE.  B 10,0 T 7,5 H 3,5cm
WEIGHT. 200g



SOAP DISH
TOULOUSE

−
MATERIAL. Concrete, sealed with epoxy
SIZE.  B 12,5 T 7,5 H 4,0 cm
WEIGHT. 300g



SOAP DISH
LOUPIA

−
MATERIAL. Concrete, sealed with epoxy
SIZE.  B 12,5 T 7,5 H 3,0 cm
WEIGHT. 300g



SOAP DISH
PARIS

−
MATERIAL. Concrete, sealed with epoxy
SIZE.  B 10,5 T 7,5 H 2,0 cm
WEIGHT. 150g



LAMP
−
The ornate table lamp provides cozy light and  
offers a special mix of concrete materials. The 
rotary switch for stepless dimming of the light and 
the retro switch creates a tense contrast. Inspired 
from Tube Amplifier. Available in different colors.

Cable: black L 200 cm, socket: E27.   
Bulb included. Power consumption: max. 40 W. 
Dimensions: 10cm x 17.5cm x 10cm  
Weight: 1.5kg  
Material: lampshade, base: concrete,  
natural pigment 
Socket: Metal  
Cable: Textile  
Color:black.

Incl. 2 years warranty.

Price: 89,00 Euro excl. VAT



BLANKETS
−
Add an extra layer of warmth to your bedding  
ensemble with Herringbone Cotton Blanket.  
Available in several gorgeous colors, this stylish 
cotton blanket will seamlessly coordinate with any 
bedroom décor. The high quality, cozy  
construction offers comfort and is perfect for any 
room in your home. Featuring a subtile allover 
herringbone design, the yarn dyed cotton blanket 
can be used alone or layered onto your bed for 
the colder winter months. The blanket is machine  
washable for easy care.

SIZE.  L 220x180 cm  
 S 200x150 cm

MATERIAL. Cotton

Price. L 27,50 Euro excl.VAT
 S 20,50 Euro excl. VAT 



ART PRINTS
−
We work with different artist and designer together. 
Our art prints are printed on handmade paper 
and are numbered and signatured.

All art prints are available in different sizes.

A4
A3
A2
A0



DETAIL FOR YOUR HOME
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